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Procedure For Taking Walk In Patients
All Staff

1. Welcome customers and
accept prescription(s) from
them.

2. Ensure that the patients
personal details are correct
and legible
To ensure correct details are
recorded

If patient details are not legible, give
the patient a blank counter part of the
script to write their details clearly.
Incorrect patient details lead to
duplicate records on the PMR and
general confusion.

Private Scripts Patient skip points 3 and 4 - Pharmacist will need to work out the cost.

3. Check the back of the
prescription for exemption
status or take levy fee.

If the declaration is incorrectly
completed or not at all, there is risk of
financial loss, or investigation by NHS
Fraud Department

4. If the patient has paid, write
Paid in the top left hand
corner of script or NP if not
paid.

5. Offer the patient the choice
of waiting or calling back.
For each item on the script,
allow 3 minutes.

If the patient has chosen to wait, offer
them a seat to allow other patients to
hand their script in and reduce
congestion.

6. If the patient is waiting for
the script, place in Urgent
tray.
If calling back, state time in top
left corner with ‘CB’ and place
in To Do tray informing patient
of estimated time.

Set a realistic time of 3 minutes per
item so that the customer can decide to
wait or call back if they prefer.
If the call back time is more than 10
minutes, prescription will be in the
drawer via surname, alphabetically,
otherwise on desktop for less than 10.
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Procedure For Handing Out Prescriptions
All Staff

1. Greet the patient and ask
them for their surname,
followed by first name.

All prescriptions ready for collection
will be placed in alphabetical order in
the four collection draws.
N.B – Large prescriptions will be
placed in the collection box storage.

2. Locate the prescription from
the respective collection
point.

3. Ask the customer to confirm
the name and address on the
prescription.

Often, relatives can be collecting on
behalf of family.
If any customer is unable to confirm the
details, do not hand the script out without
clarifying the situation.

4. In some instances, some
details may have been left
blank. Check the script is
fully completed and collect
any charges if not paid

Private Prescriptions will be different
prices. In the event of a private script, the
charges will be clearly labelled on the
bag label and will need to be collected

5. Initial the last box, bottom
right of the bag label.

If there is no initial, there in no way to
tell who handed it out in the event that
there is a query later

6. Provide counselling and
ask if they have taken the
medication before.
If not, ask if they would like to
speak with the pharmacist.

By offering to talk the pharmacist, the
patient can raise any issues or concerns
about taking their new medication.

7. If necessary, inform patient
about owings and give them
owing slip.
Thank customer and store
prescription

If there are any owing on the
prescription, place in the owing tray.
If the prescription is successfully
completed, file the script.
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Procedure For Dispensing Prescriptions
Including NHS, Private, and also Phone in.
Dispenser / Pharmacist
Prior to starting each script, check all
items to check for any large quantities
that may not be in stock. Refer to
SOP4 for owing.

Take care when copying text
Check prescriber name and signature are correct
and not forged.

Prepare labels in same order as on
prescription one by one.
Collect drug and place in green container.

Take care when preparing labels noting the dose,
form and strength.
Alternatively, drugs can be labelled at the same
time and collected from shelf at once to save time.

3.

If necessary, order items not in stock,
and place one part of owing label on
prescription to follow and other on the
bag.

If items are not re-ordered, this will result in poor
stock control and owings may need to be done in
future.

4.

Dispense each item into an appropriate
container (if required) including a
Patient Information Leaflet.

In addition to having sufficient number of drugs
in stock, it is also important to have adequate
supply of boxes and bottles.

5.

Place printed labels(s) carefully on
each container making sure that the
expiry date and all other relevant
information is visible.

Take care during busy periods as there is an
increased risk of mislabelling and errors.

6.

Add a spoon or oral syringe if
required.

Quite often, childrens oral liquid require a 2.5ml
dose so a syringe may be required.
Claim for the syringe in the endorsements section

7.

Check accuracy of dispensed item and
label against prescription and initial
first box

8.

Repeat processes 2-7 for all items

9.

Make any additional records i.e. CD
register, Oxygen record, Weekly items

1.

2.

Take care during busy periods as there is an
increased risk of forgetting to complete registers.

10. For special storage requirements,
make additional bag labels and attach
to script

Inexperience may increase the risk of not noting
special instructions

11. Pass prescription for final accuracy
check and initial second box.

Take care if no one else is available necessitating
a pharmacist self check
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Procedure For Preparing An Owing
Dispenser or Pharmacist

1. As soon as possible in the
process, advise patient that
item(s) cannot be supplied
in full

Some members of staff may be un-aware
of stock shortages.

2. If some medication can be
supplied, advise patient if
the balance can be collected
later or delivered.

If only a part supply is possible, try to
retain a small amount incase another
patient presents a similar item before the
next medical delivery is due.

3. If patient is willing to come
back, advise them of a time
and date to collect the
balance later.

Before stating a time and date to return,
order the stock items to ensure that
product line is available.

4. If the patient is not able to
come back, consider
alternatives.

e.g. Free delivery if local or registered
postal service.
If patient wishes to retain script, phone
local pharmacies to see if they have the
same item.

5. If patient is local, and using
the surgeries we collect
from, and medication is ongoing offer free prescription
collection service.

6. Advise patient that action
will be taken.
e.g, stock review to prevent
future owing.

7. Complete Prescription
assembly (Ref SOP3)

8. Place owing label on script
and bag if patient is
collecting later

Apologise to customers for not being
able to complete the prescription fully.

Work hard to try to retain customers in
the future.

Ensure owing slip is given to cusomer.
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Procedure For Dispensing – Accuracy
Pharmacist / Senior Pharmacist

1. Check each item on the
prescription in turn.

It is easier to check items in the same order
that they are written on the script

2. Check that the patients name on
the prescription matches all the
labels.

Take care with hand written prescriptions
and also with scripts for more than one
family member.
Always try to add the DOB on the system

3. Check that the drug name on the
prescription matches that on
BOTH the label and the dispensed
product.

Take care with drugs with similar names
and also similar packaging.
So many manufactures tend to pack different
items the same and this can cause confusion.

4. Check that the dosage form and
strength on the prescription
matches BOTH the label and the
dispensed product

5. Check that the dose and
frequency on the prescription
matches BOTH the label and the
dispensed product.

6. Check that the quantity on the
prescription matches BOTH the
label and the dispensed product.

Check items carefully that have different
dosage forms and strengths, especially
inhalers and insulin preparations.

Take care with weekly dosages.
i.e. alendronate, methotrexate.

Open the box and remove and check each
blister strip to check quantity is correct.

7. Check the item has a Patient
Information Leaflet enclosed.

Ensure that CD items are double checked and
initialled by two people.

8. Check and bring any errors to
attention of the dispenser, have
them rectified and enter details
onto near-miss log and initial
second box on label.

Keep the near miss log safe and handy.
Take care during busy periods and when an
item is finished, place in green tray. If you
are distracted, start the accuracy check again

Carry out processes 2-7 for all other lines on the prescription.

9. Count the correct number of
dispensed items into a bag and
attach script and give to customer
or place in respective box

Only pharmacists are allowed to self check if
no one else is available. In this event, self
check after a few minutes when mind is clear
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